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A
A theory is presented for calculating the varia.tion with frequency
of the lateral-force and yawing-moment coefficients due to sinusoidal
side gusts passing over the profile of a simple fuselage-vertical-fin
combhation. The analysis is based on slender-body theory and is there-
fore applicable to both subsonic and supersonic airspeeds, provided the
local flow angles between the profile and the airstream are small.
.
‘Ibeforce on any element along the length of a slender body (or flat
plate) penetrating a gust is found to depend only on the body shape, the
. rate of change of body shape, and the local flow angle. However, when
the sane distribution of local flow angle is obtained by bend@j of the
body, the force on-the bcdy depends both on these same functions and on
the rate of change of local flow angle along the length of the bcdy.
The present methcd of including the penetration effect of the fuse-
lage and vertical tail in calculating airplane side force and yawing
moment due to side gusts is believed to be more accurate than the use of
a shple lag concept to account for the difference in time of penetration
of the gust by the fuselage and the vertical fin.
INTRODUCTION
Iu calculations involvtig the lateral forces and moments of an air-
plane striking a lateral gust, it has been usual to neglect the penetra-
tion effects and to est3mate the forces and moments by considering the
changes in flow angle to be constant over the configuratbn. For more
accurate analysis of the motion of an airplane passing through gusts, it
would be desirable to consider the penetration effect and the resulting
phase variation of the forces smd mcments prciiucedby components of the
airplane which enter the gust at different times. An approximate method
of accounting for such phase vs.riationsdue to penetration was described
0
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in reference 1, where the effectiveness of several autopilots in contin-
uous atmospheric turbulence was analyzed. The approximation of reference
involved a linear time lag between the fuselage contribution, which acted
1-
at the center of gravity of the airplane, and the tail contribution, which
acted at the quarter-chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord of the tail. -
A more reftied method would be to define the pressure or lift distribution
over the airplane due to a general gust distribution and to compute the
forces and moments as the gust moves along the body. Such an analysis,
based on slender-body theory, is presented in this report.
Slender-body theory was introduced into the calculation of the forces
and moments of bodies of revolution and narrow pointed wings in steady
flow by Munk (ref. 2) smd Jones (ref. 3), respectively. Numerous discus-
sions of the theory, its assumptions, physical concepts, and limitations
may be found in the literature (see, for @ytance, the work of Miles in
ref. 4) and will not be restated herein.
A generalized solutia for a slender body or flat plate in unstesdy
fluw was briefly outlined by Garrick in sn appendix to reference !3. Ih
his analysis, Garrick considered a slender airfoil of low aspect ratio
performing arbitrary vertical translator or bending motions while passing
through an Inviscid fluid at uniform velocity. Such an analysis lends .
itself to the tiverse case of a rigid and nonrotatti slender lift@-
surface passing at a uniform velocity through a transverse velocity fluc-
tuation. @using a slender body of revolution and aflat pointed plate *
to represent the fuselage and vertical fin of an airplane, a solution
for the forces and moments due to the penetration of arbitrary gusts may
be found, and it is with this particular application that this paper is
concerned.
—
—
The solution as derived herein is found to be In fairly simple form,
and the frequency distributions of the lateral forces and moments are
easily computed. This method of smalysis is believed to be more accurate
-.
than methods which assume no penetration or which assume a linear lag due
to penetration of’an =bitrary gust by an airplane.
The theory and specific results of this paper w be identified with
the so-called “Kfisner effect.” Ki.i.ssner( ef. 6) derived an e~ression
for the lift on a two-dimensional airfoil as it penetrates a sudden
vertical-gust region without change in ‘direction. The theory was extended
to finite-span airfoils by Jones in reference 7 by means of thin-airfoil
.
theory. ti an appendix to reference 8 are given the iqdicial response
and sinusoidal-gustresponse of severa2.wing plan forms of very low aspect
ratio. ~proper~ relating the lifting surfaces and.yzed in reference 8
to represent a fuselage—vertical-fin combination, results for the forces
due tQ gusts may be obtained which are m Weement tith those obta~ed .
in the present paper.
4
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SYMEOLS
Wfng span
pressure altItude
r -1
reduced-frequency parameter, Ux/u
lift per unit length dx
tail length between airplane center of gravi@ and quarter-
chord point of mesn aerodynamic chord of vertical tail.
static pressure
_ic pressure
s@niwidth of profile along x (see sketch a)
dimensions measured from axis of symmetry (see sketch b)
wing area of airplane
time
free-strewn velocity
transverse or side velocity
coordinate in direction of free stream
fuselage and fin coordinates (see sketch b)
coordinate norml to
trim angle of attack
lateral flow angle
density of air
free-s-bean and transverse velocities
Massairplane relative-density coefficient, —
psb
circulsr frequency
4Mz
%
c~
Cy
CL
Subscript:
Vt
yawing moment
side force
yawing-moment
about center of gravity
I
coefficient, Mz qsb
side-force coefficient, F@
lift coefficient based on wing area
vertical tail
The absolute value
Lift on a
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of a complex quantity is dentiedby I 1.
ANALYSIS
Flat Fbinted Plate or Slender Eody
.
.—
.
Due to Arbitrary Gusts e
The following sketch shows a flat pointed plate of width 2s incltied “
to the relative wind at an angle p and subjected to transverse velocity
V(xjt):
V(x,t) P!
1
sketch (a)
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In reference 5, I. E. Garrick gives an ~ression for the lift per unit
. streamwise len@h of a flat plate of increasing area (but high fineness
or low aspect ratio) subject to unsteady lift. b terms of v(x,t), the
expression for the lift per unit length of the flat plate shown in
l sketch (a) becomes:
n
Z(x,t) = /(p x,z,t)dz
= Yfps2(x)&v(x,t) + 2JcpuS(X)*
where the total derivative, tithin the approximations
theory, is a function of the and stresmwise distance
D
—=
?-
A
Dt t+u~x
V(x,t) (1)
of slender-body
only:
(2)
.
As derived, th=, the lift per unit length is a function of body
shape s(x), the rate of change of body shape ds/dx, the local transverse
.
veloci~ v, snd the rate of change of the local velocity Dv/Dt. Where
the lifting bcdy is a nanrotating flat plate (or of such shape that it
may be considered a flat plate in two-dimensional transverse flow) and
the trsmsverse velocity is considered to be some arbitrary gust distri-
bution, an interesting simplification of equation (1) occurs. Since the
gust at any instant of time is a summation of waves maving in the
x-direction at a uniform velmi~ U, the general form of such a gust
is defined by the relationship
V(x,t) = V(ut-x) (3)
It may be observed that this relationship is in the form of D*Alembertts
classic solution to the general wave equation, which may be found in the
literature. It is assumed herein that the gust velocity does not vary
with time as it travels down the lifting body; as h D’AlembertCs solu-
tion, it is assum~ that the wave shape does not change with time as it
moves along the coordinate x.
For a gust wave, then,
~ V(x,t) = ( )*+u& V(ut.x)
= o
6and the first term of
plate or slender body
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equation (1) is likewise zero. Thus, on the flat
here considered, which is subjected to a wt ~ose
velocity does
lift per unit
a function of
length i; a tiction of the local flow angle only and not
the local rate of change of flow angle. Thus
.
*
2(x,t) = (4)2YQU s(x)&Jt-x)
Some general impressions may be drawn from
the gust velocity does not vary with time as it
body, only the shape of the body determines the
this development. Since
travels down the IifWng
change of momentum of
the-flow. If the body is an uncambered narrow plate of uniform width or
a cylinder of uniform dismeter, then on these sections of uniform mea
there is no change ti momentum of the flow and no forces are developed.
W the other hand, with a curved cylinder in a steady flow and a strai@t
cylinder h a tunnel with wavy walls, the momentum of the crossflow would
change with the and forces would be produced by the lifting surface.
Where the nose sections of the lifting surfaces dust discussed are pointed
narrow airfoils or slender bodies of revolution, the lift is defined by
equation (4).
.
.
Sinusoidal Gust Waves
Although my harmonic function having the form of equation (3) m@ht
be employed to represent a gust of arbitrary shape and magnitude, probably
the simplest and most familiar hsrmonic function is the complex e~onen-
tial. The gust velocity written in terms of this complex exponential is
given by
iQ(ut-x)
v(x,t) = U~e U
where it maY be seen that, for a constant flow
(5)
ar@.e, v = Up and the
expressions-forlift in the preceding section reduce to the result of
Jones (ref. 3) for a flat, uncs.mberedairfoil in steady flow.
Side-Force and Yawing-Moment Coefficients
for a Simple Airplane Profile
Since the theory is applicable to airfoils with aspect ratio less
than 1 and to slender bodies of revolution, a simplified version of the
general shape of present-day aircraft must be empl”oyed. This simplified
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fuselage-vertical-fin shape is hereinafter referred to as a profile.
. This profile, applicable to a large number of aircraft and also capable
of treatment by the present theory, is used to compute the side force
and yawing moment of a fuselage—vertical-tail combination.
.
The profile consists of a nose section of increasing area terminated
at the center of gravi~. !Ibatpsrt of the fuselage downstream of the
center of gravi~ will be neglected. Although the theory should apply
to the contracting portion of em isolated fuselage, the flow separation
effects = the interference due to a wing located in the vicinity of
the center of gravi~ make it doubtful that the theory would a~ly in
this region. The major contribution to the forces and moments downstream
of the center of gravity will be considered to be derived from the vertical
fin. Thus the two coqonents of the simplified profile will.be considered
as independent lifting surfaces, aqy effects due to interference or cross
flow being neglected.
In line with the foregoing discussion, a siqle profile composed of
a half-ellipse for the forward part of the fuselage and a right triangle
for the vertical fin is employed. The major axis of the ellipse is alined
with the x-axis of the fuselage, ad tie center of the ell%pse is cotici-
dent with the center of gravity of the airplane. The centroid of the
right triangle is assuned to be coincident with the center of pressure of
the vertical fin. ?!hisprofile is shown in the following sketch:
z
!- X “ T
C.p.
A 1
S1
so
I
k-xo~-ll
Sketch (b)
The shape of the profile is defined analytically
s(x) =* $-
ds so
—=
dx+
1
% J*$
by
(-XO ~ x ~ 0) (6)
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‘l-sox
s(x) -so=+— ( 1)- xl .‘2 - ‘1 (xlSXSX2 ) (7) ,wk21J=+QLh
dx %2 - xl J
The expression for lift per unit length of the profile is given by
equation (4), and for a sinusoidal latedal gust defined by equation (5)
the section lift becomes
()2 ‘iQ(ut-x)l(x,t) = -~pl?~~ xe U ( )<x~o-Xo =
‘1
(8)
1 (x)t)
()
= fipl?p ‘1 - ‘o 2& - xl) e+w-xl
( )
x~x~x2
%2 - xl
1
.
Since the derivations of eqpations (1) and (4) were based on a symmetrical
plan form, the contribution of the vertical tail is multiplied by a factor ‘
of one-half. In doing this, it is assuqed that the horizontal tail or
fuselage acts as an end plate on the half-delta vertical fin, smd no other
correction factor is necessary.
With the lateral gust referenced to the center of gravity,
(9)
The lift at each stresmwise station
having a unit smplitude is given by
due to a lateral gust of velocity ~
the expressions
()-iy2(X,(D) = -%p13 ~2xe% ( -xo~x~o )1
> (10)
1(X,ul) ().lff3t?= 2(.. .l) e-i? ( )Jxl~x~+‘2 - ‘1
side
The side-force coefficient and
gust are given by the integral
yawing-moment coefficient due to a unit “
over the x dimension of the profile:
!V
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a C.@) = * J -2 (x,(m) dxprofile
.
~)J
41’r 02 0
s;
-%3
.e-%+$ck’yq (Xqe-%ti
a
=—
s
(11)
Cn(u) = ~ I x 2( X, U)) dxq% profile
where the notation
/%
u
(n = O, 1, 2)
has been employed to refer to the reduced frequencies based.on the physical
dtiensions of the profile shown in sketch (b). The minus sign appears in
the expression for the side-force coefficient to agree with the general~
accepted concept that a positive side gust (moving from starboard to port
of the airplane) will produce a negative side force at zero frequency.
Equations (Xl) and (12) may be thought of as expressing the in- and
out-of-phase components of the side force and yawing moment due to a unit
side gust oscillating at some specified frequency. At zero frequency,
equations (11) and (12) reduce to
10
Cyp =Cy(u=o) = - :p’02 + (%- ‘o)?
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(33) .
NUMERICAL EXAMPEE
(14) “
In this section the profiles of three airplanes of various sizes,
with configurations typical of some current designs, sre used to illus-
trate the variations of side-force and yawing-moment coefficients due
to unit sinusoidal side gusts of various frequencies. The profile
d~sions used in the calculations, together with the flight conditions
and the pertinent airphme dimensions on which the profiles sre based,
are given in table I.
In apply~ the theory of this paper to actual aticrtit, certain
practical considerations are involved. Since the expressions for the .
side force and yawing moment depend only on the configuraticm, it is
reco~ized that wing-fuselage titerference and other details of a parti-
cular design may have effects on directional stability which can be .
determined accurately mly by wind-tunnel tests or flight measurements.
Therefore, h order to adjust Cy and Cn to the particular fli@t
condition chosen, slight modifications in the profiles of the exsmple
airplanes were made until the theoretical coefficients at zero &requency
were equal to values of Cyp d CnP for the example airplanes as
determined by flight tests. This modification consisted in one case of
a sli~t reduction in tail area and in another case of tripling the fuse-
lage contribution to allow for two large engtie nacelles and propellers.
In general, whether these adjustments sre required dependson the air-
plane configuration.
The variations with frequency of Cy and ~ due to unit side
gusts have been plotted in two forms for each of the three example air-
planes: as b-phase and out-of-phase components, and also as the ampli-
tudes and phase angles relating the unit side,~t to the lateral
coefficients. These -iatiorw are shown in i’igures1 to 3 for a range
of frequencies from O to 30 mdians per second.
A second set of results is also shown h these figures in order to
illustrate the difference between the profile theory of this paper and
the so-called linearized-lag theory. This linmized-lag concept, as
used in reference 1, for example, considers the wing-fuselage contribu-
tion to act at the center of gavity and the tail ccmtribution to lag
r
“
—
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behind the center of gravity as a function of the time required for the
l airplane to travel a distance equal to the tail length. I@ressione
.
generally used for this lag are:
[
()cYp@a
WP(4 “Cyp 1 - i — *
cy~
This linear-lag concept has been applied to the three exsmple airplanes,
end the results exe plotted in figures 1 to 3 ti the foa of dashed lines.
Noted on each figure is the natural frequency of the Dutch roll mode
of motion of the exsmple airplane. For the particular airplanes consi-
dered here, the difference in the paramet-s (side force and yawing
moment) as obtained by the two methods is small up to approximately twice
. the Dutch roll frequency. At higher frequencies, however, the flow angle
variation over the airplane has a greater effect, and the linearized-lag
theory is no longer valid. ‘Ibiseffect might be important on airplanes
. in which the Dutch roll frequency is higher in terms of Fuselage lengths,
that is, on airplanes of low density and high directional stability. It
may be seen that, for an airplane of short tail length (airplene A,
fig. 1), both theories are in fair agreement over the entire range of
frequencies shown. However, for airplanes of longer tail lengths, the
theories agree only at the lower frequencies. Although the variation
tith frequency of the side force is not generally as important as that
of the yawing moment, it is interesting to note that the side-force
ltieerized theory predicts an increasing amplitude with frequency, whereas
the present profile theory agrees with physical reasoning that the ampli-
tude should initially decrease with frequency.
It is believed, then, that although the frequency variation of these
parameters might differ somewhat with the choice of profile shape, the
trend obtained by considertig the lift distribution over the profile
gives results more nearly correct than a theory which does not consider
this aspect. In cases where it is desirable to extend the lateral forces
and moments to higher frequencies then the valid range of the ltiearized-
lag theory, the present theory offers a refinement. Since both theories
require only fairly simple calculations, the computation time should not
be a factor for consideration.
.
w
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CONCLUDING RXMARKS
.
A s~le profile of a fuselage—vertical-fin combination has been
used to derive a formula for the variation with frequency of the side l
force and yawing moment of an af.rplanepenetrating a gust, and numerical
examples of the results ere presented.
—
In flerivtigthe forces on any element along the length of a slender
bmly or flat plate penetrating a gust, it was shown that the force depends
.-
only on body shape, rate of change of body shape, and the local flow
—
angle. However, when the sae distribution of local flow angle is obtained
by bending of the body, the force on the body depends both on these same
functions and on the rate of change of local flow angle along the length
of the body.
The present methcd of including the penetration effect of the fuse-
lage and vertical tail in calculating airplsme side force and yawtig
moment due to side gusts is believed to be more accurate than the use
of a simple lag concept to account for the difference in time of penetra-
tion of the gust by the fuselage and vertical fin.
—
-“
Iangley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, .
Langley Field, Vs., June 14, 1956.
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Airplane
30,000
696
0.0586
50
0.242
35.25
250
55
14.8
18
597
2.7
8.5
Airplsme B
4,000
318
0.0325
10.9
0.177
%%
73-.35
27.6
15.25
22.0
3.0
10.6
Airplane
35,000
700
0.0823
31.83
0.443
116
1,428
230
46.6
48.5
36.6
5*3
18.5
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